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Cosmological constant, gauge hierarchy, and warped geometry
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It is suggested that the mechanism responsible for the resolution of the gauge hierarchy problem within the
warped geometry framework can be generalized to provide a new explanation of the extremely tiny vacuum
energy densityrV suggested by recent observations. We illustrate the mechanism with some 5D examples in
which the true vacuum energy is assumed to vanish, andrV is associated with a false vacuum energy such that
rV

1/4;TeV2/M Pl;1023 eV, whereM Pl denotes the reduced Planck mass. We also consider a quintessence-like
solution to the dark energy problem.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.68.023503 PACS number~s!: 98.80.Cq, 11.10.Kk

I. INTRODUCTION

Evidence for a tiny but non-zero cosmological vacuum
energy density has steadily mounted in recent years@1#. With
information from a variety of observations put together, it
appears that we are living in a flat universe, such thatVL

1Vm51, whereVL50.7 andVm50.3 denote the density
parameters associated with the vacuum energy and matter
respectively. These observations pose at least two formidable
theoretical challenges: namely, what physics determines the
magnitude of the vacuum energy density to be of order

rV;102120M Pl
4 ;~1023 eV!4, ~1!

and why arerV and rm in such close proximity in magni-
tude, considering that their evolution, at least for constant
cosmological constant, can be so different? HereM Pl52.4
31018 GeV denotes the reduced Planck mass.

A certain amount of theoretical prejudice suggests that the
true vacuum energy density of the universe could be exactly
zero. Needless to say, how the zero value occurs remains a
complete mystery, despite many attempts@2#. Nonetheless,
following this reasoning, it has been speculated that the
present universe happens to lie in a false vacuum, separated
from the true vacuum by the observed energy densityrV @3#.
The modest goal of this approach is to try to identify the
physics underlying the origin ofrV , as well as ensure that
the metastable vacuum is sufficiently long lived.

In this paper we propose a new mechanism for realizing
rV of the desired magnitude which is based on warped ge-
ometry. While the original motivation of warped geometry
was to resolve the notorious gauge hierarchy problem@4,5#,
it has subsequently been exploited to provide at least a quali-
tatively new understanding of fermion mass hierarchies and
their mixings, especially within the context of neutrino oscil-
lations @6–9#. We will show here that the warped geometry
can be further exploited to provide a new mechanism for

generatingrV of the desired magnitude. Earlier attempts in
this direction have been made in Ref.@10#. Recall that the
TeV scale in warped geometry arises from the presence of
the warp factorV21

5exp(2pkR)5TeV/M P , where 1/k de-
notes the AdS curvature radius andR is the radius of the
orbifold S1/Z2. We will see thatrV can be associated with
the vacuum energy density of a suitable scalar field, such that

rV
1/4;V22M Pl5TeV2/M Pl;1023 eV.

We also discuss how the quintessence scenario@11# can be
realized within this approach.

II. SCALAR FIELDS IN A WARPED BACKGROUND

We take the fifth dimension to be anS1 /Z2 orbifold with
a negative bulk cosmological constant, bordered by two
3-branes with opposite tensions and separated by distanceR.
Einstein’s equations are satisfied by the non-factorizable
metric @4#

ds2
5e22s(y)hmndxmdxn

1dy2, s~y !5kuy u, ~2!

which describes a slice of AdS5. The 4-dimensional metric is
hmn5diag(21,1,1,1),k is the AdS curvature related to the
bulk cosmological constant and brane tensions, andy denotes
the fifth coordinate. The AdS curvature and 5D Planck mass
M 5 are both assumed to be of orderM Pl . The AdS warp
factorV5epky generates an exponential hierarchy of energy
scales. If the brane separation iskR.11, the scale at the
negative tension brane, located aty5pR, is of TeV size,
while the scale at the brane aty50 is of orderM Pl . At the
TeV-brane gravity is weak because the zero mode corre-
sponding to the 4D graviton is localized at the positive ten-
sion brane~Planck-brane!.

Let us consider the equation of motion of a real scalar
field in the background~2! @12,7#

1

A2g
]M~A2ggMN]NF !2M 2F50 ~3!

which follows from the action
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S552E d4xE dy A2gS 1

2
~]MF !~]MF !1

1

2
M 2F2D .

~4!

Here gMN denotes the 5D metric andg5e24s its determi-
nant. In general, the 5D scalar mass consists of bulk and
brane contributions

M 2~y !5b2k2
1a2kd~y2pR !1 ã2kd~y !, ~5!

whereb, a andã are dimensionless parameters. In the case of
supersymmetry the relations

ã2
52a2

b2
5

1

4
a2~a2

18! ~6!

have to be satisfied@7#, and F becomes a complex scalar
field which, together with a second complex scalar and a
Dirac fermion, forms a hypermultiplet. The connection to the
5D mass parameter of the Dirac fermion,M C5cs8, is given
by c53/21a2/2. A special case of Eqs.~6! is the m assless
scalar field wherea2

5 ã2
5b50 ~andc53/2).

The effective 4D theory arises from the Kaluza-Klein
~KK ! decomposition

F~xm,y !5

1

A2pR
(
n50

`

F (n)~xm! f n~y !, ~7!

where the wave functionsf n(y) satisfy the differential equa-
tion @12,7#

~2]5
2
14s8]51M 2! f n5e2smn

2f n , ~8!

andmn are the masses of the KK excitations. The solution to
Eq. ~8! is given by

f n~y !5

e2s

Nn
FJaS mn

k
esD1ba~mn!Y aS mn

k
esD G , ~9!

with a5A41b2. AssumingF is even under theZ2 orbifold
transformation, i.e.f n(2y)5 f n(y), the coefficientb and the
KK spectrum follow from the matching conditions at the
branes,

ba~xn ,ã2!52

~2 ã2
1422a !Ja~xn!12xnJa21~xn!

~2 ã2
1422a !Y a~xn!12xnY a21~xn!

,

~10!

ba~xn ,ã2!5ba~Vxn ,2a2!, ~11!

where xn5mnV/k. Note that for non-vanishing boundary
mass terms the derivative off n becomes discontinuous on
the boundaries. The normalization constantsNn in Eq. ~9! are
defined such that

1

2pRE2pR

pR

dye22s(y) f n
2~y !51. ~12!

The mass splitting between the KK modes isDmn
;pkV21; TeV.

In the massless case the zero mode wave function is con-
stant, i.e.f 0(y)51/N0'A2pkR. The KK states have TeV
scale masses and are localized at the TeV-brane. The mass of
the first excited state ism1'3.83kV21. The effects of the
bulk and brane mass terms on the mass and wave function of
the lowest mode are quite different. If one switches on a
small bulk mass, one findsm0'bk/A2 for b&V21 (bk
& TeV). Thus, there is no warp factor suppression. The zero
mode wave function is still approximately constant, with a
small enhancement at the TeV-brane. Increasing the bulk
mass tob&1 (bk&M Pl) the mass of the lightest mode re-
mains frozen atx053.83, which is practically the former
first excited state. Forb*1 (bk*M Pl) one finds thatm0 also
increases. The mass term at the Planck-brane induces a simi-
lar behavior of the zero mode, except there is no increase of
m0 for ã*1 (ãk*M Pl).

In the case of a TeV-brane mass the result is very differ-
ent. Because of the factorA2g in the action~4!, the mass of
the zero mode is warped bytwo powers ofV. With this
double warping we have

m0'akV22, a&1. ~13!

The wave function is nearly constant, with a dip at the TeV-
brane, as shown in Fig. 1~a! for kR511.13 (M Ple

2pkR

51.6 TeV). Fora*1 the dip in the wave function slows
down the increase ofm0. For large values ofa any further
increase is completely compensated by this, so that the zero
mode mass saturates atm052A2kV22. The dependence of
m0 on the TeV-brane mass is displayed in Fig. 1~b!. We note
that gauge bosons show a similar behavior as we discussed
in Ref. @13#. Numerically, for a TeV-brane mass of order
M Pl , m0 is comparable to the energy scale associated with
dark energy~1!. Of course, at this stagem0 is not yet related
to some vacuum energy, but merely represents a tiny particle
mass. In the next section we will show how such a link can
be established.

At the end of this section, let us briefly summarize the
supersymmetric case which was extensively discussed in
Refs. @7,14#. Supersymmetry requires the bulk and brane
mass terms to be simultaneously present. Because of the spe-
cial relations, Eqs.~6!, the zero mode remains strictly mass-
less, despite the non-zero bulk and brane masses. The wave
function has an exponential form@7#

f 0~y !5

1

N0
e2(a2/2)s. ~14!

For a positive~negative! mass squared term at the TeV-brane
the scalar field is localized towards the Planck-brane~TeV-
brane!. The supersymmetric scalar fields thus behave similar
to fermions in the warped background, which also possess
massless exponential zero modes in the presence of bulk
mass terms@6,7#.
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III. EXPONENTIALLY SMALL CONTRIBUTIONS
TO THE SCALAR POTENTIAL

In the last section we learned that a Planck-size mass term
at the TeV-brane is translated into a sub-eV mass of the sca-
lar particle. We now generalize this result to include a scalar
potential on the TeV-brane. This will allow us to generate
tiny energy splittings in the minima of the 4D effective po-
tential, which we hope to identify with the observed dark
energy.

We start with the simplest case of a massless scalar field
with a5b5 ã50 which, for instance, could be a conse-
quence of supersymmetry. If we now switch on some general
potential on the TeV-brane, related, for example, to super-
symmetry breaking, the scalar zero mode remains, as dis-
cussed in the last section. Consider the following contribu-
tion to the 5D action:

DS552E d4xE dy A2gS 1

2
a2kF2

1

1

3
E5k21/2F3

1

1

4
l5k22F4D d~y2pR !. ~15!

We approximatef 0 by a constant, and after integrating over
the extra dimension, we arrive at the 4D effective potential
for the zero modef:

V45

1

2
m2f2

1

1

3
Ef3

1

1

4
lf4, ~16!

where

m2
5a2k2V24

E5E5kV24

l5l5V24. ~17!

Thus all operators on the TeV-brane are redshifted by four
powers of the warp factor. The warped geometry not only

generates tiny masses but also exponentially small coupling
constants. This result may seem surprising since the zero
mode f 0 is constant in the extra dimension and thus has a
large overlap with the TeV-brane. However, as we observe
from Eq.~12!, in the integration over the extra dimension the
region close to the TeV-brane is exponentially suppressed.

The rescaled zero modef̃ 05e2s f 0 is the more appropriate
object to look at. For a constantf 0, the rescaled zero mode is
exponentially localized towards the Planck-brane, which ex-
plains the tiny quantities in Eq.~17!. For a very large mass
squared term on the TeV-brane, i.e.a@1, there is an addi-
tional suppression of the brane operators~15! induced by the
dip in the zero mode. We note that scalar couplings in the
bulk or on the Planck-brane are not scaled down by the
warped geometry.

We now assume thatm2
,0 in order to generate a vacuum

expectation value~VEV! for the scalar field. Without addi-
tional interactions from the bulk, the tiny self-couplingl
induced by the brane can stabilize the field only at a Planck-
size VEV ^f&;k. We therefore have to introduce some ad-
ditional interaction. A quartic coupling in the bulk does not
feel the warping and therefore generatesl;1 in the effec-
tive 4D action. A quartic coupling on the Planck-brane would
have the same effect. The scalar field then acquires a tiny
VEV ^f&;kV22. If there is now more than one minimum
with a similar VEV, the energy splitting between the two
minima will be on the order ofDV;m2^f&2;k4V28. This
is exactly what is required for the dark energy. Two minima
can easily arise, for example, in the case of two interacting
scalar fields with a polynomial potential. We will show later
that the false vacuum has a lifetime much longer than the age
of the universe. In the next section we will also discuss how
this setup can be stabilized against radiative corrections in a
supersymmetric framework.

A different possibility for the scalar field to be stabilized
is by some non-renormalizable interaction in the bulk, for
instance by a (1/Q2)f6 operator. As discussed in Refs.@7,8#,
non-renormalizable interactions may be suppressed by much
smaller energy scales thanM Pl because of the warped geom-

FIG. 1. ~a! Wave function of the zero mode fora51 ~solid line! anda52 ~dashed line!. ~b! Dependence of the zero mode mass on the
TeV-brane mass term~solid line! compared to the linear approximation of Eq.~13! ~dotted line!.
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etry. However, as explained above, in some sense the flat
zero mode is localized towards the Planck-brane. Therefore
non-renormalizable operators are not enhanced, and we ex-
pectQ;M Pl5k in the 4D action. The scalar would then be
stabilized at̂ f&5AmQ;kV21, which is the KK scale. As-
suming that theZ2 symmetry in the scalar potential is broken
by the cubic term on the brane, the induced energy splitting
between the vacua at6AmQ is DV;E^f&3;k4V27. This
is a factor ofV larger than what we found in the previous
example. To make it compatible with the observational value
~1! we either would have to increase the warp factor and end
up with a KK scale of about 10 GeV~!! or reduce the sup-
pression scale to aboutQ5kV21/3. Both possibilities do not
look realistic. In the next section we discuss the supersym-
metric case~with a non-vanishing bulk mass! which gives us
additional possibilities.

The false vacuum energy not only leads to an exponential
expansion of the universe, but will also modify the geometry
of the extra dimension. To estimate the size of the back re-
action we compare the false vacuum energy density to the
bulk cosmological constant and brane tensions of the unper-
turbed Randall-Sundrum solution@4#. We consider a some-
what simplified setup where the scalar VEV is induced by a
negative squared mass term (1/2)a2kF2 at the TeV-brane, as
in Eq. ~15!. The potential is stabilized by a quartic self-
interaction in the bulk, (1/4)lbF

4. Because the scalar poten-
tial changes along the extra dimension, the vacuum configu-
ration ^F(y)& does as well and has to be computed
numerically. We find the profile to be ^F(y)&
;akV22/Alb;k3/2V22 and almost flat in the extra dimen-
sion. In the second step we assumeda;1 and lb;k21.
Close to the TeV-brane, where the instability occurs, the pro-
file ^F(y)& increases by about 10% relative to its almost
constant value in the bulk. On the TeV-brane the scalar po-
tential isV5(1/2)a2kF2;k4V24. In the bulk we obtainV
5(1/4)lbF

4;k5V28. This means that Einstein’s equations
are still completely dominated by the Planck-size bulk cos-
mological constant and brane tensions of the Randall-
Sundrum solution@4#. Thus we can safely ignore the back
reaction, at most of orderV24, on the wave functions~9!
and ~14!.

IV. SUPERSYMMETRIC CASE

A crucial point is that a perturbation of the mass relations
~6! by some supersymmetry breaking mass term on the TeV-
brane with Da2

&1 leaves the zero mode~14! practically
unchanged. ForDa2

*1 we observe an additional reduction
of f 0 close to the TeV-brane, as in the case of a vanishing
bulk mass. To obtain the 4D couplings from the brane action
~15! we approximate the zero mode by its supersymmetric
shape~14!. We find

m2'Da2k2V242a2

E'E5kV242(3/2)a2

l'l5V2422a2
, ~18!

wherea2 is now the TeV-brane mass term required by super-
symmetry and determines the shape of the zero mode. We
have omitted a factorN0A2pkR to some power which is of
order unity. Localizing the scalar zero mode towards the
Planck-brane by takinga2

.0, we can suppress the induced
4D couplings even stronger than in Eq.~17!. This opens up
new possibilities to generate a small vacuum energy density.

The (N52) 5D supersymmetry prohibits a self-
interaction of the scalar field in the bulk. Self-interactions
can be provided, however, by superpotentials on the branes,
where the boundary conditions break the supersymmetry to
N51. Planck-brane operators are not warped down and in-
duce order unity couplings in the 4D potential, in contrast to
their TeV-brane counterparts~18!.

Localizing the scalar field close to the Planck-brane, we
can implement a quintessence-like solution to the dark en-
ergy problem. The cosmological evolution is assumed to
leave the scalar field displaced from its minimum towards
which it is slowly evolving. For polynomial potentials, the
necessary slow rolling conditions are satisfied only for very
large VEVs^f&;M Pl . A small vacuum energy can therefore
be explained only by extraordinarily small couplings. To
generaterV from a term m2^f&2;m2M Pl

2 requires m2

;V28M Pl
2 . From Eq.~18! we see that this requiresa2'4.

We can also implement this scenario by relying on the quar-
tic term of the brane potential,r

v
;l^f&4. For a2;2 we

obtain the required smalll'V28. The other terms in Eq.
~15! as well as possible bulk self-interactions have to vanish
to accommodate this solution. It remains to be seen whether
a realistic scenario of this type can be constructed in which
the required small masses remain stable under quantum cor-
rections@15#.

A true cosmological constant, instead of quintessence, can
be generated from a supersymmetry breaking cubic coupling
which shifts previously degenerate minima. We assume that
a scalar self-interaction on the Planck-brane leads tol;1 in
the 4D action. If the scalar potential is now destabilized by a
supersymmetry breaking brane mass~18!, the induced VEV
is ^f&;m;kV222a2/2. The degeneracy of the minima at
6^f& is lifted by the supersymmetry breaking cubic term on
the brane~18!. The induced energy splitting between the
vacua is then of orderDV;E^f&3;k4V21023a2

. The pre-
ferred value of the cosmological constant~1! then leads to
a2;22/3; i.e., the scalar field is localized somewhat to-
wards the TeV-brane. The mass of the scalar particles asso-
ciated withF is of order^f&;kV25/3;102 eV.

V. QUANTUM CORRECTIONS

The case with a vanishing bulk mass discussed in Sec. III
can readily be embedded in the supersymmetric framework
by settinga50 in Eq. ~18!. Then supersymmetry helps to
tame radiative corrections. As in four dimensions the soft
mass of the scalar zero mode,m2, will receive a 1-loop
quantum correctiondm2;(1/16p2)m2l ln(L) by exchange
of the scalar zero mode and its superpartner. HereL denotes
the momentum cutoff andl stems from the self-coupling
localized at the Planck-brane. As discussed above, in the case
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a50 we havem2;k2V24 andl;1. In the warped model
there are additional radiative corrections tom2 by the ex-
change of KK states of the scalar field. The KK states are
localized towards the TeV-brane. Therefore they acquire a
larger soft mass of orderk2V22. The quartic coupling be-
tween two zero modes and two KK states of the scalar field
is of orderV22. Thus loops with KK states of the scalar are
of the same order as zero mode loops. It remains to be seen
if performing the sum over the KK contributions, which are
individually small, leads to a destabilization of the soft mass
of the zero mode.

Since we assume the scalar field to be a gauge singlet,
further quantum corrections can only come from gravity. Ex-
change of a zero mode gravitino in the loop gives rise to
dm2;(1/16p2)m3/2

2 (L/M Pl)
2, where m3/2 is the gravitino

mass. Since for the zero mode of the gravitinom3/2
;kV23, we obtain a tiny correction even for a Planck-size
cutoff. For the KK gravitinos the situation is different. Being
localized towards the TeV-brane, their supersymmetry break-
ing mass is TeV size (kV21) @14# and their dimension-6
interaction with the scalar zero mode is suppressed by
1/(VM Pl

2 ). The corresponding correction to the scalar mass
is then dm2;(1/16p2)k2V23(L/M Pl)

2. Since the
dimension-6 operator has its support at the TeV-brane, it
seems plausible that the KK gravitino loop is cut off at the
TeV scale. In this case its contribution to the scalar mass
dm2;(1/16p2)k2V25 is safely suppressed. However, given
the limitations and uncertainties which are inherent in our
treatment of radiative corrections, the issue of the quantum
stability of our approach to the dark energy problem is not
yet satisfactorily settled.

VI. LIFETIME OF THE FALSE VACUUM

The false vacuum state is metastable and will finally relax
to the true vacuum by thermal fluctuations and/or quantum
tunneling. We must require the lifetime of the false vacuum
to be longer than the age of the universe. Because of the low
temperature of the present universe, quantum tunneling is the
dominant decay process. In the WKB approximation the tun-
neling probability is given by@16#

p;S tU

R D 4

e2B, ~19!

wheretU denotes the age of the universe, andR;1/m is the
characteristic scale of the problem. In the thin wall approxi-
mation the Euclidean action of the tunneling configuration,

B527p2
S1

4

2~DV !3
, ~20!

depends on the energy splitting of the vacuaDV and the
‘‘surface tension’’ of the bubbleS15*dfA2V(f).

Vacuum decay is most effective between minima which
are close to each other in field space and separated only by a
low energy barrierVB . Among the examples discussed be-
fore the tunneling rate is largest in the case of Sec. III where
m;^f&;1023 eV. From the constraintp,1 we obtainB
*280. For a polynomial potential one findsB'7
3103(VB /DV)3/l; i.e., the false vacuum is metastable even
for VB;DV, as we expect for a potential with only a single
mass scale. In the other example we discussed, the barrier
heights and scalar VEVs are even much larger. Thus, in all
the cases discussed the false vacuum is sufficiently long
lived.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have shown that a warped geometry
setting could help provide a new explanation of the origin of
the tiny vacuum energy density of the universe that is indi-
cated by recent observations. This can either be in the form
of a cosmological constant or, if supersymmetry is invoked,
as a contribution arising from a slow rolling quintessence
field. Although no explanation exists as to why all other con-
tributions to the vacuum energy density effectively vanish, it
is certainly intriguing to think that resolution of the gauge
hierarchy and dark energy problems may have a common
origin.
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